**DAILY DIRECT HOGS PLANT DELIVERED as of 1:30 PM**

Negotiated Barrow and Gilt:

- **Carcass Base Price**: Live Price

**NATIONAL - AMS 2513/LM_HG203:**
- Range: $50.00 - $58.58
- Weighted Average: $57.87
- Change from Prior Day: 0.45 lower
- Receipts: 8,290

**IOWA/MINNESOTA - AMS 2516/LM_HG206:**
- Weighted Average: $57.52
- Change from Prior Day: 0.38 lower

**WESTERN CORNBELT - AMS 2522/LM_HG212:**
- Weighted Average: $57.59
- Change from Prior Day: 0.37 lower

**EASTERN CORNBELT - AMS 2520/LM_HG210:**
- Weighted Average: *Price not reported*
- Change from Prior Day: due to confidentiality*
- *Price not reported*

**NATIONAL DAILY PORK REPORT FOB PLANT - AMS 2498/LM_PK602:**

- Carcass Cutout Values 77.58
- Primal Loin 70.91
- Primal Butt 78.81
- Primal Picnic 69.30
- Primal Rib 134.34
- Primal Ham 75.43
- Primal Belly 93.45
- Total Loads 413.82
- Pork Cuts 371.38 Lds
- Trim/Process Pork 42.44 Lds

**DAILY HOG SLAUGHTER UNDER FIS - AMS 3208/SJ_LS710**

- Today (est) 497,000
- Week Ago (est) 493,000
- Year Ago (act) 490,000
- Week to Date (est) 994,000
- Same Period Last Week (est) 970,000
- Same Period Last Year (act) 983,000

**CME Lean Hog Close**

- DEC 65.95
- FEB 67.63
- APR 70.85
- MAY 75.45

**CME Lean Hog Delayed Futures**

**NATIONAL WEEKLY DIRECT HOGS NON-CARCASS MERIT PREMIUM - AMS 2701**

- **For w/e Nov 21, 2020**
  - Value Range: Average
  - Volume: 0.00 - 0.00 0.00
  - Transportation: 0.25 - 2.41 1.24
  - Delivery Time: 0.25 - 3.00 0.82
  - Breed: 0.00 - 0.00 0.00
  - Pork Quality Assurance: 0.00 - 0.00 0.00
  - Beta Agonist Free: 0.30 - 0.65 0.48
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